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Seeing Ning Kun's look, Sally remembered what she had said to Old Black before, so she spoke after a while of silence,
"And Fatty Fu revealed himself in Hedong before, he is a member of the committee."
Ning Kun looked at Sally with some surprise. Suddenly he remembered that during this period of time Old Black was
always mysteriously staring at Fatty Fu, and then associated with Sally's words.
After a moment of silence, Ning Kun looked at Sally and said, "You mean, to erase Fatty Fu?"
Sally smiled and did not answer. Instead, she turned around and went back into the office, then quietly looked at the
folder on the desktop.
"This matter of the Shen family will definitely cause Shen Tianyang's backlash. When the time comes, Fatty Fu was
targeted by Shen Tianyang because of the great merit he had made inside this matter, for which we feel very sorry."
After saying this, Sally turned her head to look at Ning Kun and smiled: "Do you understand what I mean now?"
Ning Kun is not a fool, Sally has shown so obviously, if he still do not understand then there is a problem.
Thinking about the identity of the other party and thinking about Sally's decision, Ning Kun swallowed his saliva and
spoke in a dry voice: "Have you thought about the consequences of doing this, soon you will be the next head of Section
13, is it really appropriate to do so?"

Hearing Ning Kun's words, Sally put away the smile on her face, she did not know why after such a long time the people
above still did not believe in themselves.
At this point, Sally is already a little tired of them. After all, who can not afford to try again and again.
The point is, she hasn't lost the faith of the thirteenth section, while the people they shoot out to try her have lost the faith
of the thirteenth section!
That part-time job is an intolerable failure, which is why Sally is so angry and shaken.
"I've had enough of those people, if they really can't do their own good and have to interfere, I'll show them too, what
kind of person I Sally is!"

The words just fell, the office door suddenly rang.
Sally and Ning Kun looked at the door at the same time, a moment of silence, Ning Kun walked to the door with his head
down and opened the door.

Old Black was standing at the door with a serious face. When he saw that it was Ning Kun who opened the door, he
loosened the look on his face.
"Oh, you're here, I was saying how I couldn't find you anywhere, and your phone was off."
Ning Kun shook his head slightly and then said in a deep voice: "Today just started the plan, I have to keep an eye on a
little Shen Tianyang's men, and at the same time prevent our internal accidents, so the phones are turned off. Probably
forgot to open it."
After saying this, Ning Kun dodged and stepped aside. Then pointed to the sofa and said: "Come in and sit down, it just
so happens that we were just discussing a matter."

Old Black heard this and sat on the sofa Sally glanced at each other, then nodded and walked into the office and sat down.
"I just heard a little bit of what you guys said before at the door, Old Chief. Did you talk through it with Ning Kun?"
Sally shrugged her shoulders and then looked at Old Black and smiled: "This is your old classmate, what I can say has
been said, the next thing to deal with, it depends on the two of you to put yourself."

After saying these words Sally got up and left the office. She knew that the one who needed the most time now was Ning
Kun, because he might not be able to accept this reality for a while.
And old black saw Sally left the office after loosening the collar buttons on the clothes laughed: "I am most annoyed is
wearing a suit, strangled people can not breathe, but also wear a tie!"

After saying this, old black smiling glance at Ning Kun, and then smiled: "Sit down, just the old boss may have some
things did not tell you through. So I'll talk to you again, anyway, there are no outsiders here."

Ning Kun sighed a little helplessly. Then walked to the sofa to sit down and look at the old black: "You have not

discussed this matter in private before how to do. Why just you came in with no expression of surprise on your face?"
Old black nodded at his words, he followed Sally's side as soon as he came out of school. Watch her from a little girl into
a young girl now.
There are many things he and Sally are more able to say on the row, so such things Sally is naturally also first to find him
to discuss.
Think about it. Old black look to Ning Kun deep sigh: "Yes, I have previously learned the identity of Fatty Fu, and also
looked at some of his doings in the East of the river."

Looking at Ning Kun's face with an expression of really so, Old Black laughed bitterly before speaking: "But this is not
the main reason, after all, to put it bluntly, from the Chujiang side, it seems that Fatty Fu has been much better."

Ning Kun nodded with a smile and interfaced: "Yes, at least he did not arbitrarily tamper with our internal information,
nor did he pass our internal secrets out, otherwise the identity of the old boss should be known to everyone by now."

But here, Ning Kun face expression suddenly changed: "But this is not the reason for the death of Fatty Fu, his identity you
know, you know still do not stop the boss?"

Between the words Ning Kun looked at the old black with a shocked expression, but he bet his whole life on Sally's
body!
If something happens to Sally because of this matter, not to mention the old black and him, even the North House side of
all the staff will be implicated!
"Don't you know clearly why they want to be independent of the thirteen sections, don't you know how much full power
they have on their hands?"

Old Black looked at Ning Kun closed his eyes and shook his head: "I know, but this is not a reason for her to let loose,
if we continue to let him go on like this, it's only a matter of time before he betrays us!"

After saying this, Old Black went forward and grabbed Ning Kun's collar, then walked to the balcony and pointed at the
men in black who were in charge of the guard outside the villa.
"Look at them, look at them! If Fatty Fu does even a little bit wrong, all the people here will be implicated!"
After saying this, the old black hands grabbed Ning Kun's collar chilly voice: "Are you willing to watch these brothers die,
are you willing to watch the old general leave in disgrace from now on?"

At this time Ning Kun's lips moved slightly, as if there are some words stuck in his throat to say.
An looked at the old black rare look, Ning Kun finally chose to be silent.
Perhaps Old Black is right, Fatty Fu is not doing something wrong now does not mean he will not do wrong in the
future.
And according to the information sent over from Hedong, Fatty Fu has done a lot of bullshit things in Hedong.
If he dares to do a wrong step in the North, in this critical period, only God knows what consequences will be triggered.
After taking two deep breaths, Ning Kun tried to calm down the restlessness in his heart, and then looked at Old Black
and said, "In that case, what exactly do you plan to do?"
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"For the time being, do not make a move on him, the most important thing right now is the Shen family, the Shen family
side of the day is not over, we have to carry the guts for a day."

After saying this, Old Black lit himself a cigarette, then stood on the balcony and looked outside and said: "How is your
plan going? When are you going to start the operation to close the net?"

Ning Kun saw Lao Hei no longer discuss the matter about Fatty Fu, heart relieved, look calmly spoke: "My side is now
okay, so far more than twenty people have been captured, and now the number is still rising."

"Did you catch the leader, I heard it was a woman. Level 3 strength, I'm worried that your men or you may be a little out
of control, need me to help?"

Ning Kun smiled and shook his head and laughed: "No need. Level three strength is very good, but it's not like we haven't
dealt with it before, we have our own set of methods, so don't worry about it."

Old Black nodded in silence after some melancholy laugh: "; this is a good thing, only afraid that after this matter, Shen
Tianyang again may start revenge on us ah."

"Is that why you guys chose Fatty Fu as the victim of this matter?"
Old Black turned his head to look at Ning Kun and laughed: "That's right, first of all, his identity is high enough, although
the person is not good, but as long as he has the identity of the committee, he will no longer be a problem."

Ning Kun nodded slightly, after all, Shen Tianyang, as the most powerful faction of the Shen family branch now, should
be well aware of the weight of the committee, that is a group that he can't even afford to offend now.
If this identity of Fatty Fu was told to Shen Tianyang and he was given to Shen Tianyang, I'm afraid that all things would
be covered up by this matter.
Thinking of this. Ning Kun nodded with satisfaction and smiled: "No wonder you guys are targeting Fatty Fu and must let
him die, the reason is actually here."
Old Black smiled lightly and spoke: "Of course, if it wasn't for his identity, perhaps we would still have some trouble, but
now that we have found out his identity, we will have to play more slowly,"

Speaking of this, Sally just walked into the office, she was holding a glass of wine in her hand and looked at the back of
Old Black and Ning Kun with a smile.
Then went up and spoke: "How is it, how did you two chat?"
"Good old chief, the previous matter has been finished, Ning Kun's side has no opinion, everything according to the plan
we set before the implementation is."

Hearing Sally's voice, Old Black hurriedly turned around and looked at Sally somewhat nervously.
Although he and Sally have been together for a long time, but somehow. In front of Sally, the old black always feel a
little wary.
Ning Kun blinked a little eyes after looking at Sally nodded and spoke: "No, no, no, yes, before we have agreed, this
matter I will try to do!"

Sally satisfied with looking at Ning nodded and said: "I'm glad to hear you answer like this, I hope that in the future we
can stand here together again for a drink or a cup of tea."

After saying this, Sally clasped her chest with one hand and gently took a sip of the red wine in her cup.
An after looked at Ning Kun and smiled: "By the way, that person called Sanniang you should catch up with the
investigation, and you can use Jiang Hao as bait to catch them again at the necessary moment."

Ning Kun put away the smile on his face, a serious expression looked at Sally nodded and said: "You do not worry. I have
prepared a lot of people on my side! As long as they dare to show their faces, I will make sure they have no return!"

Old black stood next to look at Ning Kun frowned: "I think it is better to spread out the identity of Jiang Hao, anyway,
after the end of this matter we will go to the east of the river. Here Shen Tianyang's manpower and can not enter, worry
about what."
Sally glanced across at Old Black, then spoke in an unkind tone: "Have you forgotten what I told you before, there are
some things you can interfere with, but some things you can't!"

After saying this, Sally looked at Ning Kun and continued: "Come on. You continue to talk, I see if there is any medicine
to add."
Ning Kun looked at Sally silent for a long time after shaking his head and spoke: "The current plan to this extent is already
very good, if we speed up the progress, I'm afraid it will be counterproductive."

Hearing this answer, Sally nodded and took Old Black and Ning Kun into the office and sat down.
"In that case, Ning Kun, you should continue to work on your business. Old Black side keep Jiang Hao under my watch
during this time, I'm worried that he might go out and cause some trouble again."
After saying this, Sally felt some headache and rubbed her brow.
"That kid either does not go out, or once out then it is difficult to come back, a little something is not seen to remind, alas,
really difficult ah."
Old Black and Ning Kun looked at each other, have seen a trace of laughter from each other's eyes.
In the end it was Old Black who spoke up: "Ahem, in short, in short, the vice president should not need us to come out,
we should just continue to keep an eye on each other, right?"

Sally sniffed and waved her hand to indicate Ning Kun and Old Black to leave. Then she sat alone in the office and drank
alone.
At this moment, on the other side Jiang Hao was standing in the living room a little confused, slightly strange look at
Ning Kun.

Since Ning Kun came out of Sally's office. The expression on his face has not been quite right.
But thinking about what he was busy with recently, Jiang Hao was silent for a while and sent Ning Kun away without
saying anything more.
And Ning Kun is also not even look at Jiang Hao a glance. After all, the matter of catching Shen Tianyang's men is the
most important, the rest of the things can be put aside for the time being.
But wait until Old Black came out, Jiang Hao see his face smiling look is a little uneasy.
So he hurriedly went up and asked: "Old black. What did you just talk about inside, how I feel as if something is not quite
right ah."
Old black glanced at Jiang Hao, saw his face a puzzled expression finally could not help but laugh out loud.
"You just watch quietly, soon after you will be able to understand, we are now in the end laughing at what."
After saying the catch, old black then walked out the door, although Ning Kun said he did not need his help, but in the
matter of catching Sanniang go which on, he must go to help.
Otherwise, although Ning Kun said nothing wrong, but at least it will cause a serious injury, three levels is not so good
at dealing with people!
Just when Jiang Hao some doubts looking at the way they left, suddenly the butler came out in Jiang Hao's side softly
spoke: "Mr. Shen, the old boss is waiting for you in the office, there is something to talk to you."
Jiang Hao heard this and nodded, then got up and walked into Sally's office, carrying a box in his hand at the same time.

